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Abstract. In [2] we obtained the complete cluster expansion for transfermatrix for lattice models with bounded potentials in high-temperature region.
Here we obtain necessary cluster estimates for semiinvariants of functionals
over Gibbs field with unbounded interaction in high-temperature region and
for contour models in low-temperature region.
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Introduction
One of the main obstacles on the way to the proof of asymptotic completeness for
λP(φ)2 models of quantum field theory for small λ was the absence of JV-particle
cluster expansion for all N in Q<λ<λ0. Glimm, Jaffe and Spencer [1] obtained
JV-particle cluster expansion with N-+OO if A-»0.
In [2] the author obtained the complete cluster expansion (i.e. for all N) in high
temperature region \β\<βQ for lattice fields with bounded interaction potential.
The main ingredients in [2] were strong cluster estimates of semiinvariants
/
P j g ι ? ...,F β n > where FB depends only on values of Gibbs random field in points
^cJ3, B is finite.
0010-3616/79/0064/0131/S05.40
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If e.g. \FB.\ ^ 1 then these estimates are
\<FBί,

(Bί

B

,FBn>\£(CβY "~* '* Π u^

(0.1)

ϊ=l

where d(Bί9..., Bn) is roughly the smallest length of a connected tree with n vertices
bίeBί dB is the smallest length of a connected tree with vertices in B and ut is the
number of j = 1,..., n such that £. = ^..
We obtain here estimates (0.1) for the case of unbounded potential in hightemperature region and for contour functional for the Ising model in low
temperature region. We should emphasize that our estimates are valid uniformly
in some region of temperature for arbitrary Bί9...9Bn.
Nonuniform estimates with restriction to the size of 5 15 ..., Bn can be obtained
by analytical methods of [3, 4] and by method of [5].
In some other place we shall derive from this uniform JV-particle cluster
expansion for transfer matrix for these models.
Our methods seem to be applicable to models of quantum field theory also.
Our strategy is the following. We use correlation equations (of KirkwoodSalsburg or Minlos-Sinai type) to get an explicit series for moments of Gibbs
random fields. We use this series to get explicit series for semiinvariants. In the
latter series we perform cancellations using Mobius function theory (we use one
theorem of J.-C. Rota) and some other auxiliary bounds.
To make this paper selfcontained we include all results we need from Mobius
function theory.
We prove cluster estimate (0.1) first in abstract situation (§2.1) and prove then
that this situation takes place in high-temperature (§2.2) and low-temperature
(§2.3) region.
Part 1. Auxiliary Bounds
/./. Connectivity
This paragraph contains mainly definitions and simple lemmas.
A set Ac%v is called d-connected it for each two points t,t'eA there exists a
sequence ί = ί l 9 t2,...,tn = tf of points tteA such that \tt — ί l ._ 1 |^d for z = 2, ...,n.
A collection Γ = (Aί9...,An) of sets AtCZv is called connected if the following
graph GΓ is connected: it has vertices 1,..., n and there is a line connecting i and j iff
A^Aj^Q.
Lemma 1. There is a constant C = C(v,d) such that the number of
(different)
d-connected sets A of cardinality r containing some fixed point t does not exceed Cr.
Lemma 2. There is a constant C = C(v, ρ) such that the number of connected
collections Γ = (Aί,...,An) containing some fixed point t in which all At are pairwise
different and diam A^ρ does not exceed C".
Further we shall often consider systems 21 of finite subsets of Zv. We shall
always assume that 91 is connected (i.e. graph G^ is connected) translation
invariant and diameter of elements of 91 is uniformly bounded.
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For any finite AdΈ? and any collection α of finite subsets jB C^ we denote:
dA, minimal a such that there exists 1 -connected set B containing A and \B\ = dι
^>ι(2ϊ)(<5ϋ(2I))> minimal d such that there exists connected (respectively, such
that collection Γuα is connected) collection Γ = (A19 ...,Ad) such that yl eSI and

PA .

(i)

Agreement About Constants. Further C, C 15 C 2 ,. . will denote constants which
depend only on dimension v of Zv and possibly on system 91 in question. In one
formula one letter, e.g. C, can denote different numbers.
All these constants can be easily calculated.
It is not difficult to show that
C,dA^dA(W)^C2dA.

(2)

Lemma 3. The number of subsets BCZV containing fixed point t and such that dB = r
does not exceed Cr.
Proof. Let Bί9...9Bp - all these subsets. Let Dί be 1-connected, Di^Bί and
\Di\ = dBi = r. For each i there may be not more than 2r subsets among D l 5 ...,D p
coinciding with D{ (as if Dt = D; then BjCDi and there is not more than 2r subsets
o f D ).
Lemma 4. For each C there exists Cί such that for each finite TCZV and for
sufficiently small

where the summation is through all Γ such that \Γ\^n and collection (Γ, T) is
connected (compare with Lemma 6.2 of [2]).
1.2. Bounds on Semiinυariants of Independent Virtual Field
Let a set V be given. Let for any nonempty finite A C V be given a number f(A). A
collection of numbers f(A) we shall consider as moments of virtual field to justify
the following standard definition of formal semiinvariants g(A) of this virtual field
by induction
...g(Bk)

(1)

where the summation is through all (non-ordered) partitions jB 1 ujB 2 u...u5 f c of
the set A.
We define for all partitions oί = (Aί,...9Ak) of the set K

Let 9ί be the lattice of all partitions of the set V (see Appendix). From Mobius
inversion formula due to

/(«)= Σ9(β)

(3)
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one has
0(α)= Σ/%(/WU3)

(4)

β^OL

(The explicit expression for μ^(β, α) is well-known and proved e.g. in [6].)
Let now graph G be given the set of vertices of which is V. (For all graphs
considered below we assume that there is not more than one line between each
pair of vertices.) Let us denote GA, ACV, a subgraph of G with A as a set of its
vertices. We shall call GB a component of GA iff there is no lines between B and
A-B.
Let now function f(A) enjoy the following remarkable property
(5)

f(A) = f ( A 1 ) . . . f ( A k )
if for all ί GA is a component of GA.
Such virtual field f(A) we call independent with respect to G.
Lemma 1. // GA is not connected and property (5) takes place then

(6)

g(A) = 0.

Proof. By induction in \A\
^'g(B1)...g(Bk)

(7)

where the summation in £' is through all partitions of A except trivial one.
Let A1,...,Ap — all connected components of A (i.e. GAι are connected
components in GA).
Then by induction g(Bi) can be different from 0 only if Bt belongs to some Aj.
From (7)

Let us denote
k

Π M)
ί=l

(8)

where maximum is through all partitions (B^...,Bk) of A.
Theorem 1. Let GA be connected. Then
vt

(9)

t<=A

where vt = υ\A} is the number of lines in GA incident with the vertex tεA.
To prove this theorem we remark that due to Lemma 1 we can rewrite (4) as
/(«)=

Σ

β:β^a,βe<ΆG

9(β)

(10)

If we restrict (10) to αe 2IG then we can use Mobius inversion formula for 9IG to
get for

(«)=

Σ f(β)μ*G(β,*)
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Lemma 2.
teV

where vt is the number of lines in G incident with vertex ίe V.
Proof. We shall use Corollary A.I where |F|=n. Then

where m1 is the number of subsets X of lines of G such that \X\=n—ί and X does
not contain any circuit.
To bound mί we remark first that X must be connected tree: X is a tree as it
does not contain any circuit and X is connected as |X| =n— 1.
We shall define now one-to-one map φx of the set X onto some A C V with
I ^4 1 =n— 1. For this reason let us consider any y1eX and define φx(yl) to be -any of
two vertices incident with y r Let us suppose by induction that we have already
defined y 15 . . . , y m eZ and φx(y J, . . . , φx(ym). Let Vm be a set of vertices incident with
some of y1? . . . , γm. Let us choose a line γm+ 1 such that one of its vertices belongs to
Vm. ym+i exists - otherwise a set {y 15 . . . , ym} must contain a circuit. Moreover both
vertices of y m + 1 cannot belong to Vm — otherwise {y 1 ? ...,y w + 1 } contains a circuit
as {71 5 ..., ym} connected by this inductive construction.
We put φx(γm+ΐ) to be that of two vertices of y m + 1 which belongs to Vm if it
does not coincide with one of earlier defined vertices φx(yi), . . . , φχ(ym) and other of
these two vertices in the opposite case.
We define now a map ψx of the set V into the set of lines of G putting ψx(v) = y f
if φx(y^ = v, veV, and if there is no such y. then we put ψx(v) equal to any of yt
incident to υ. All ψx are different as X are different. So, the number of all such X
does not exceed the number of all maps from V to the set of lines mapping each
ve V on a line incident to it. The number of such maps is equal to Y[vt.
teV

Lemma is proved.
Theorem will evidently follow from (11) if we shall prove
Lemma 3.

Σ Kj/U^fΓ^

βeWG

teV

(13)

To prove this Lemma we note that
^(/UHμ^/O,!)

(14)

where G(β) is the graph obtained from the graph G in the following way: we
identify all vertices belonging to the same block Bt of partition j8, i.e. vertices of
G(β) are blocks of β. Two new vertices Bt and Bj are connected with a line iff there
is a line in G between some bίeBί and b2EB2. So

due to property (D 5).
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Proof of Lemma 3. We shall construct inductively a tree ©. Rules for unique
specification of this tree are the following.
1. Vertices of © have other 1, 2, . . . , n and each vertex is coloured in red or blue.
2. To each vertex corresponds exactly one graph G(βt\ subset Dt of vertices of
GGB f )andβe2l G .
3. Vertex of order 1 is only one. It is red. Corresponding to her are G(βt) = G
and Dt = 0. This vertex is the highest vertex of the tree in question.
4. Over each vertex of order K (K-vertex) there is exactly one (K — 1)- vertex.
5. Let K- vertex t is already constructed together with G(βt) and Dt corresponding to her.
Let υt(ξ) - the number of lines of G(βt) incident with vertex ξ of G(βt). Let
ξί9...9ξm - all vertices of G(βt) not belonging to Dt and moreover

Under t we shall construct not more than υt(ξ^) red (K -h 1)- vertices and not
more than one blue vertex.
This blue vertex will have the same G(βt) as for t but to Dt we add vertex ξί (if
mΦθ). If m = 0 we do not construct blue vertex.
From G(βt) one can construct a new graph G(βt) in not more that υt(ξ^ ways if
one will identify vertex ξl with one of other vertices connected with ξ1 with a line
and not belonging to Dt.
Each such G(βt.) will correspond to a new red (K + 1)- vertex. Dt, for this vertex
is the same as for t (it is correct as we do not identify vertices of Dt in construction
of 008,0Proposition 1. For each βe2IG there exists red ίe@ such that β = βt.
Proof. Let υ(ί) :g υ(2) ^ . . . ^ v(n) for vertices 1, . . . , n of G.
1st case. {1} forms a separate block of β. Then we construct a blue vertex t of
order 2 with βt=0 and corresponding Dt has one vertex.
2nd case (opposite to 1st). In construction red vertices of order 2 let us choose
either of them under the condition that this vertex t will have βt^β and Dt=0.
So we are reduced to the case when graph has one vertex less. Then we proceed
by induction.
Let us put for each ίe©

yt= ξeG(β
Π ) vt(ξ)
t

Let K- vertex t be given and (K+ 1)- vertex t' under t.
If t' is blue then by construction

If t' is red then
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From (16) we get
Σ ) V ^ ι fv y ^ 2 y t

(17)

ι

where the summation is through all red (K + 1)- vertices t' under ί.
Consequently

Y

L-J

redί
of order K + l

y<2
ft—

Y
Z_j

y+2
ft

redί
of order K

redί
of order K

T
L-*

blueί
of order K

vit

redί
derK—
of order
- 1

Σ

b
blueί
of
of ore
order K - 1

y,

2i...si2 Σ y,.
redί
of order <K

^

Put
y

aKv—

y1 1t .

L~t

redί
of order K

We have

K

a
%+ι^ 2 iΣ
i
=l

from where it follows that α^S^α^
By Proposition 1, Lemma 2 and (14)
Σ \μ(β, 1)| £ Σ r ^ Σ 3^103^.
/?eSIG

redί

K=l

ί=l

Lemma 3 is proved.
ϊ.3. Bounds on the Intersection Numbers
Let a collection α of finite sets ,41? . . . , A w C 27 be given (some of ^ can coincide). We
define
v. = ι;.(α), number of ^, j — 1, . . . , n, such that A{r\A φ 0
wί = w (α), number of ^-, j = 1, . . ., n, such that >4. = A .
Theorem 1. There exists a constant C>0 depending only upon v and such that for
each N and each system α = (y4 1} ...,An) of ί -connected finite subsets ofTΠ

c Σ l Λl+Σinw^Σiπ^.
i=l

i=l

t=l

(i)

Proo/ It is convenient to use the following notations. Let us divide α onto
equivalence classes : At and Aj are equivalent iff they coincide as sets. The set of all
equivalence classes we denote jtf. Other notations : jtfk, the set of all equivalence
classes of power k
<$/r, the set of all equivalence classes such that if At belong to such equivalence
class then |A| = r;
<£/£, the set of equivalence classes with k elements each of which has power r.
We put
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Let a k r ; k v be the number of pairs (χ, χf\ χe^, χ'ejtf£9 such that (each)
representative of class χ has nonempty intersection with (each) representative of
class χ'.
We shall use the following evident properties of these numbers :
1. (symmetry) α k r ; k v =α k v . k r ,
2. (normalization) Σkak= Σ kakr = N .
k

k,r

3. Let A{ be fixed. Then the number of classes in stfr the elements of which has
nonempty intersection with At does not exceed

This follows from Lemma 1, 1.1.
We can rewrite (1) now

k,r

ktr

i=

We have from definitions

where the summation in £ is through all i such that v4f is a representative of a
i:^

class belonging to j3/£. It follows that

(4)
K(

*kr

Here we used inequality

(5)
for all y l 5 ...,7 k >0 such that y 1 -f ... +yk =
Due to (4) it is sufficient to prove that
ln

fcα

ln

CdN + Σ K, fcαkr^ Σ *r ^fcr
fc,»

k,κ

where
^kr= Σ α k r ; k ' r ' f e /

/c',K

and

is the mean power for system Aί9...,AN.
From property 3 it follows that
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and so
k

k',r'
f

^ Σk'r Cr<ύ, = CrdN .

(7)

k',r'

We denote δkr = kark and shall prove that
CdN+ΣXlnδ^Σ^to&Γ
k,r

(8)

k,r

under the condition (7).
For fixed r and δkr

attaches its maximum value when βkr are proportional to δkr.
It is sufficient to prove this assertion for the case

with sum β = βkίr + βk2r fixed and fixed δkιf. But it is a result of simple calculation.
It follows from this assertion that
Σ&r

Due to (9) it is sufficient to prove that
CdJV+Σ^ln^^Σ^ln^^
k,r

fc,r

^r

(10)

or equivalently that

(11)
r

where δr = δr/N under the conditions

Σ^=ι 9

Σ^r=d

But
- X (5,Jn($r^lned = d

(12)

d

r^e

is a well-known property of entropy.
At the same time
- Σ *>$,£ Σ rδr+ Σ 4^2^.
r>

d

>

d

r>

d

(13)
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The first inequality in (13) is derived from the alternative: either
r

δr^e~
and then
or

-δrlnδr^δrr
r

δr<e'
and then

-δrlnδr^~
(as x/ex is monotone decreasing in x).
Then (11) follows from (12) and (13).
Theorem is proved.
Theorem 2. There exist C>0 such that for each system Al9...,AN

ί=1

z =1

i=l

Proo/ One can follow most closely the proof of Theorem 1 with the following
modifications : s$r will denote a set of all classes each representative A{ of which
has dA. = r. Property 3 follows from Lemma 3, 1.1. Theorem is proved.
Let now be given a system j/ consisting of N not necessary different finite
subsets Aί,...,ANC'Zv and let be given also m pairwise different points ί l5 ...,ί m eZ v .
We divide system ^ on classes in two different ways. First partition α l 9 . . . , αn is
such that
α 1 u...uα π = j/,

α f nα j = 0 if

iή=j

and all A belonging to one αf are the same but if A{ and Aj belong to different
classes they are necessarily different.
The second partition δί,...,δm has the following property: for all i each Akeδt
contains point f..
(The second partition is not uniquely determined by this condition. We
consider arbitrary such partition assuming existence.)
Lemma 1. In these notations
Σ\*i\ln\*i\£Σ\δi\lκ\δi\+ Σ l Λ l

i=l

ί=l

(15)

i =1

Proof. Put

Then
n/c,,..

(16)
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Let us consider class α f . Let there exist exactly r classes (5 ίι? ...,(5 7r such that
α ί n(5 J . l Φ0,...,α ί n<5 j V Φ0.
Then for

As
Σ feu
L-t
ιjp
p=l

Ha*!
I i

then by entropy inequality

As

then

Σ

visa;

j

From (17) and (16) we have (15).
From this lemma and from Theorem 1 we get
Corollary 1. Let N ί- connected (not necessarily different) finite subsets
A1,...,ANCΈV and m pairwise different points ί l 5 ...,ί m eZ v be given. Then

Corollary 2. // we delete assumption of /- connectivity of A1,...,AN in Corollary ί
but retain all other assumption then
C Σ X + Σ 1^1 1" \δj\ ^Σ In «,
i=1

j =1

i=1

or

This follows from Theorem 2, Lemma 1 and inequality (2) of 1.1.

Appendix to Part 1
Calculation of Mobius Functions for Lattices
To make this paper self-contained we give here the complete proof of the explicit
formula for the Mobius function of the lattice of connected partitions of a graph.
In the general context we follow J.-C. Rota [6] correcting some inaccuracies in
the proof of the main theorem.
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Lattices
Let be given finite partially-ordered set P with order relation ^. We define upper
bound for a set X C P to be an element p e P such that x ^ p for all x eX. Least upper
bound (l.u.b.) is an upper bound which is ^ than all upper bounds.
P is a lattice iff for all two of its elements pl9p2 there exists l.u.b. p^ v p2 and the
greatest lower bound (gib.) which is defined in the dual way.
Further we assume P to be a lattice.
The greatest and the least element of P we denote 1 and 0 respectively.
Examples
1. P = 2l which is the set of all (non-ordered) partitions ot, = (Al9...,Ak) of the set
{!,..., n}. We assume that u^β = (Bί,...,Bl) iff each block At is contained in some
block Bj of β.
2. Let G be a connected graph with the set of vertices coinciding with (1,..., n]
and let 2ίG C 21 be the set of all partitions α = (A^..., Ak) such that each block At is
the connected subgraph of G.
One can easily convince itself that 2ί and 9IG are lattices.
Elementary Facts About Mδbius Functions
Let us consider the set of all (complex or real) functions f ( x , y) of two variables x,
yeP such that f ( x , y ) can be different from zero only iίx^y. This set is an algebra
(incidence algebra) over (complex or real) number field with usual addition and
multiplication on a scalar and with convolution-type multiplication

Σ

Kχ,y)=.

f(χ,z)g(z,y).

(1)

z x^z^y

This algebra has an identity-Kronecker symbol δ(x, y). We define C-function to

be
„

.

ίl, i f f x < y
. .
[0, otherwise
.

ίfo^Hπ

Lemma A.I. ζ-function is invertible in the incidence algebra.
Proof. We define Mδbius function μp — μ(x, y) of the lattice P by induction in the
power of segment [x, y} = { z : x ^ z ^ y}:

μ(x,x)=l ,
M*,)0=-

Σ

z x^z <y

Kx,z).

(2)

One can verify that μζ = ζμ = δ.
Lemma A.2 (Mobius inversion formula). Let f(x) be a (complex or real) function
on P and
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Then

Proof.

y^}= yί^x
Σ z^y
Σ

= Σ Σ/wεfe>Wy,*)=Σ/(^(z, *)=/(*)•
The following properties of Mobius functions we need in the sequel easily
follow from definition (2).
1. Let z, z' e [x,}>] Then
μP(z,z') = μ[Xίy}(z,z').

(5)

2. Let P* be partially-ordered set dual to P (it is obtained by order inversion in
P and coincides with P as a set). Then
μp(x,y) = μp*(y,x)

(6)

3. Let P x Q be the cartesian product of lattices P and β, i.e. it is a set of all
pairs (p,q\ peP,qeQ, and (p^q1)^(p^q2) iff Pi ^£2
Then

4. (Inclusion-exclusion principle.) Let P be the lattice of all subset x of some
finite set where x ^ y means x C y. Then
μp(x,y) = (-l) | y | ~ w

(8)

where \x\ is the number of elements in x.
This follows from the fact that P is isomorphic to the product of two-point
segments [0, 1] where 0< 1.
Galois Correspondences
Let two lattices P and Q be given.
We call Galois correspondence between P and Q a pair of mappings ρ:P-*Q
and π:g~-»P such that
1. ρ and π invert the order;
2. π(ρ(p))^p and ρ(π(q))^q for all peP, qeQ.
Lemma A.3. Let moreover one has
1. π(q) = 0 i f f q = l.
Then

,i)= Σ MO,«).

(9)
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Proof. From definition of Galois correspondence it follows that π(x)^b iff
x = Q(b} (e.g. if π(x) ^ b then x ^ £?(π(x) ^ ρ(fc) and vice versa). Otherwise stated this
means that
ΣδP(π(x),α) = C Q (x,ρ(&)).

α^fo

(10)

We fix x and consider ζQ (x, ρ(b)) and (5P(π(x), a) as the functions on P (from b
and α respectively). We can apply then to (10) the Mobius inversion formula

= Σ CQ(x,ί?(α))μp(0,fl).

(11)

α^O

Let us put n = ζ — δ. From assumption 1 it follows that
(5 P (π(x),0)=l-n Q (x,l).
We can rewrite (11) as
1 - nβ(x, 1) = ζfi(x, ρ(0)) + Σ μp(0, α)ζβ(x, ρ(α)) .
α>0

As ρ(0) = ρ(π(l)) = l we have £Q(x, ρ(0)) = 1 and then
-n β (x,l) = Σ

a>0

μP(0,a)ζQ(x,ρ(a)).

As μ = 5 — μn then
μ c (0,l)=-

Σ
O^x^l

= O ^ΣΛ ^ l αΣ> 0
= αΣMθ»β^
Σ= 0
Q (o»β(fl))=
>0
fl:ρ(α)
Lemma A.4. Lβί L be a lattice and a subset RcLbe given such that : OeR and for
each xeL, x φ O f/iere exists yeR such that y^x. Let k^.2 and qk - the number of
subsets XCR such that \X\ = k and l.u.b. of X is equal to 1. Then

Proof. In the Lemma A.3 we take Q = L* and P - the lattice of all subsets of R.
Also we take π(x), xeβ, as the subset of all elements of R which ^x in L. In
particular π(l) = 0 (empty set).
For AeR we take ρ(A) equal to the l.u.b. of A in L (i.e. g.l.b. of ^4 in Q = L*).
Then (12) follows from Lemma A. 3 and from (8).
Explicit Calculation of Mobius Function
We define the rank r(p) of element peP as maximal number r minus 1 such that
there exists a sequence x 1 ? ...,x r eP such that 0^x x <x 2 < ... <x r =p. We call
atoms the elements of rank 1.
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Let R be the set all atoms of P. We call P a geometric lattice (equivalently,
M-lattice) iff :
1. arbitrary element of P is the l.u.b. of some set of atoms (except 0);
2. if p is an atom and a is arbitrary then either p ^ a or p v a covers a (i.e. there
is np x such that a<x<pva).
Other equivalent definitions see in [11].
Let us call a set X of atoms independent iff r (l.u.b. of X) = \K\ and call it
generating iff l.u.b. of X is 1.
In the geometric lattice with r(l) = n — 1 any independent generating subset of
atoms contains exactly n — 1 elements.
Remark A.I. It is not difficult to prove that 21 and 9ίG are geometric lattices. The last
property for them is easy to prove directly (so we shall not prove it in the general case).
If between any two vertices of graph G there is not more than one line (edge) then the
set of atoms of <ΆG can be identified with lines of G :α is an atom iff all its blocks
contain one element except one which contains two we identify α with a line
which connects these two elements.
Let us call a circuit T a subset of atoms such that T is not independent but all
its (proper) subsets are independent.
Remark A.2. T is a circuit in 2IG iff the corresponding set of lines of G (constructed
in Remark A.I) is the closed path without selfintersections, i.e. each vertex is
incident either with 2 or 0 lines of T.
Proof. Such a path C is not independent that is why if TDC then T=C.
We assume now that the set of all atoms of P is enumerated is some fixed way :
α l 5 ...,α k .
If T={α f ι ,...,α ί e } is a circuit and iί<...<ie then we shall call T' = φ(T)
= {aiί,' ,aiβ_1} a broken circuit.
Let us denote φ~l(T) some circuit T such that φ(T) = T". In the situation of
Remark A.2 one can see that such current is unique.
Theorem A.5 (J.-C. Rota). Let P be a geometric lattice. Then
μp(0,l) = (-l)

r(1)

m1

(13)

where mv is the number of subsets XcR of atoms such that
1. \X\ = r ( l ) ;
2. X does not contain any broken circuit.
Proof1. For the fixed enumeration of the set R of atoms we can order the set of all
broken circuits 7], ..., T'σ in such a way that (and otherwise arbitrary)

if
where /(T") = ik is the number (in fixed enumeration of R) of the last atom in

1

The presentation of this proof in [6] is wrong but the ideas can be restored. This is done here
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Let us denote St - the set of all generating subsets XcR such that Jf contains Tt
but does not contain neither of Ύ[, T2, . . . , T _i
i
R j, the set of all generating subsets XcR such that \X\=j and X does not
contain 7], T^,..., T!.
l A
R ? , the set of all generating subsets XcR such that \X\ =j,X does not contain
1
T[ , . . . , 7]'_ ! but contains circuit φ ~ (T/).
β
jRJ' , the set of all generating subsets XcR such that \K\ =j,X does not contain
l
Tp..., 7J'_ 19 contains T/ but does not contain circuit φ~ (T ).
Then for i = 0, 1,... one has

(14)
Let us prove that for all ϊ = 0, 1,...

(15)
by induction in ί. For r = 0 this is Lemma A.4. For any / > 0 we have by induction
and due to formula (14)

But \R12A =0 as circuit cannot contain exactly two elements (any two atoms
form independent subset).
We define one-to-one correspondence ζ between RljB and Rlj+ 1 in the following
way : for XeRljB we put

ζ(X)ERij+1
as
element
ae = φ~1(T )— T
cannot
belong
to
7],..., 7J'_1 due to chosen enumeration of the system of broken circuits.
For if j<i and α f c eTJ then

any

From (15) it follows for ί = σ that

as if X does not contain any broken circuit (and so no circuit) then X is
independent. As X is generating at the same time then it contains exactly r(l)
elements. So |.RJ| = 0 if jφπ-1.
The theorem is proved.
Corollary A.I. In the situation of Remark A.2 one has
%G(0,l) = (-ir~X

(16)

where m 1 1*5 the number of subset sX of lines of G such that \X\=n—l andX does not
contain any broken circuit.
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Part 2
2.i. The Main Result
2

Let us consider probability measure μ on S " where S is a set of spin values (a
v
measurable space) for each point of Z ; < > -expectation with respect to μ.
Definition 1. Measure μ is said to have cluster expansion with respect to given 9ί if
for each local ψB there is an expansion
(1)

bR = bR(ψB)

R

where the summation is through all R such that R is a union of finite number of f .
where Γ is a connected array with elements in 21 and such that /jn£Φ0. It is
required that for sufficiently small A>0
(2)

\bR(ψB)\^C(ψB)(Cλ)^*>

from which follows absolute convergence of (1) if C(ψB)< oo.
Let now local ψBι, . . . , ιpBn be given. A cross section ζ is a function which to each
D C {1, . . . , n} associates some R — ζ(D) C 2ζv such that :
for all i = l , . . . , n ;
2.

ίeD

We shall define Gζ with vertices {!,..., n} where vertices i and 7 are connected
with a line iff
(3)

Given ιpB , . . . , ιpB and cross-section ζ we define /ζ(D) to be virtual field on
....«}:

where mζ(D) is the number of different restrictions ζ'D onto D of all possible crosssections ζ' such that for this D

Theorem 1. Assume that μ has a cluster expansion and each cross-section defines
independent virtual field /ζ(D) wif/i respect to Gζ. T/zβn /or Λ, sufficiently small the
following uniform cluster estimate take place

^\Ui

(6)

i= 1

where Cψ = Cf({l,...,n}) is defined in (8) 1.2 for

d^(Bl9...9Bn) is the least such d that there exist A1,...,AdE(Ά such that collection
Γ = (Bl9...9Bn9Al9...,Ad) is connected.
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Proof. Given momentae of virtual field /ζ(D) one can define semiinvariants gζ(D)
using (1) or (4) of 1.2.
Lemma 1.

<V^

,V>B n >=Σ0ζ({l»
ζ
We have by definition

>"})

(8)

and

where in (9) and (10) the summation is through all partitions (Z)1? . . . , Dk) of the set
{!,...,*}.
To prove (8) it is sufficient to prove
(11)

ζ
for any fixed partition (Dl9...9Dk).
Let us insert into the left hand side of (11) expansion (1) for f(D).
Then we obtain from the left the sum of terms
\ieDi

I

\ieDk

In the right hand side of (11) let us consider only those ζ for which
Rί = ζ(Di)

for

i=l,...,fc.

There is exactly mζ(Rί)...mζ(Rk) of such ζ. Lemma 1 follows from this if we
insert expressions (4) into right hand side of (11).
Let us use now independence of virtual field /ζ(D). Then
(13)

Q

if subgraph Dζ of Gζ with vertices in D is not connected. That is why one can use
Mobius inversion formula as in 1.2 for lattice 9IG (its Mobius function is denoted

...,Dk)

(14)

δ
where the summation is through all partitions δ = (Dl9...,Dk)€<ΆG .
From here using (8), (13), Lemma 2 of 1.2 and formula (14) of 1.2 we get

Kv>Bl, . . . , ψBny\ ^ Σ;

Σ

Π »*(£>

where in Σ' the summation is through all ζ such that Gζ is connected ι;.(ζ, 5) - the
number of j = 1, . . . , fe such that
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The right-hand side of (15) can be bounded by
k

ΣRΣRkΠ

where vi(R1,...,Rk) is the number of j=l,...,/c such that

^ =IM
The summation in (16) is through all partitions α = (α l 5 ...,α Λ ) of {!,...,«} and all
R l 9 . . . , Λ f c C Z v such that:
1. The following graph G(R19 . . . , Rk) is connected : it has vertices { 1, . . . , k} and
a line between i and j iff

2. for some ζ

We can delete condition 2 and leave only more weak condition.
2'. For all i = 1, . . . , k there exists a collection Γ of sets belonging to 21 such that
a collection (Γ^JB^/eα^ is connected and ^ = 1^.
We shall bound (16) under conditions 1 and 2'.
Using (1) we have

(17)

Π bRt

For all α and ΐ = l , . . . , f c we choose a point ί (α) which is the first in
lexicographic order among points of (j Bt. We denote a collection of these points
Ieαι
for a given α

Let us put for any collection η of points
u(η)=Σfaut
teη

where ut is the number of t'eη such that t = t'.
Using Corollary 2 of 1.3 we get
A-

Σ1 do (91)

Π^i— ^J^expCuWαMC^

(18)

i=l

where

In view of condition 2'

β :I

lea,

ί eα i )

where d^B^B^,...) is defined in Theorem 1.

(19)
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Then
Σ <U9l) ^ Σ <5£(2l) + Σ ^(8ί) + <*«(*!, .",*„)•

(20)

Using (17), (18), (20) one can bound (16) by
Γ n
Bί

Li=l

•

Σ

exp^WMAq.

Rι,...,K k

Li=l

(21)

J

One can perform now summation through all K 1 ? ...,,R k satisfying conditions
1.2' for fixed α. It gives

(22)

with C1 and C2 not depending on α.
This follows from Lemma 4 of 1.1.
Then (21) is bounded by

•Xexp [%(«))].

(23)

α

We shall bound the last sum. Let ft, i=l,...,w, be groups of equal points
among ί 1? . . . , ίπ, j8 χ + . . . + βm = n where f . is first point of 5f in lexicographic order.
It is easy to see that
m

Σexp [%(«))] ^ Π Σ ( W | Λ > I + 1)
α

i = l (5t

(24)

where δ£ runs all partitions of βt. Right-hand side of (24) can be bounded by
m

C" Π Iftl 1 "' 1

(25)

i= 1

what follows e.g. from Theorem 1 of 1.2 for the case of complete (with all possible
lines) graph G but can be easily proved directly. Inserting (25) into (23) we get due
to
ί=l

and to Corollary 2 of 1.3 the result of Theorem 1.
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2.2. High-Temperature Expansions
We prove here that conditions of Theorem 1, 2.1 are fullfilled for a large class of
lattice spin systems in hight-temperature region.
Let for each point ίe2Γ some set St of "spin values" be given. We may assume
St to be equal to S. Let Σt be some σ-algebra of subsets of St and μf-probability
measure on (St, Σt). Let us put

< >0-expectation with respect to μ°. A function F on Ω is called local if it is
measurable w.r.t. ΣA for some finite A. We write F = FA in this case.
Let a system 31 of finite subsets of Zv with uniformly bounded diameter be
given and for each Aε 31 is given a local function ΦA. A collection Φ = (Φ^) is called
a potential.
Let us put
AeΓ

for each non-ordered array Γ = (A19..., Ak) with ^e 31 (we suppose here that Ai are
mutually different).
Here constants C, Q, A 0 depend only on the situation in question, i.e. on v, 31,
Φ.
We assume in this paragraph that there exist constants λQ>0 and C > 0 such
that uniformly for 0 < λ < λ0 and for all Γ

We specify a class of potentials for which (1) is fullfilled and which is sufficient for
most applications.
Functions ΦA in question are uniformly bounded from below and have a
representation
NΛ

α=l

where A = {t1,...,tn}> NA and expectations <|<p^Vjp>o f°r suitable fixed p are
bounded uniformly in α, A, ί f .
With the inequality
λ

Π J *-*'**(-*>

4eΓ 0

one gets (1) for this class of potentials.
We remind that Gibbs measure μv is given by the density
(3)

Uv—

Σ

Φ^9 < V -expectation w.r.t. μv.
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If for each local bounded F

exists it defines limit Gibbs measure μ(V-^TLv in the sense of van Hove).
Theorem 1. Under the condition (1) measure μ has cluster expansion and conditions
of Theorem 1 in 2.1 are fullfilled for 0^λ<λ0 with A 0 >0 sufficiently small.
To prove this theorem we shall get first equations of Kirkwood-Salsburg type
for what we use the following formula. We fix B C V
exp(-λl/ κ )= Π

ACV

(4)

where in the first sum the summation is through all Γ (including empty one) and in
£' is through all Γ = (A1,...,Ak) such that collection (B9Γ) = (B,Al9...,Ak) is
connected.
We consider now the class of all local ψB with finite momentae.
Inserting (4) into (ιpB exp ( — λϋv)\ dividing on Zv and passing to the limit we
get

(5)
BCV.

,

Let us fix now for each nonempty finite AcZ.v some point tAeA. Then we get
JA = JA-IΛ~LJ

/.->

\^r/oJA^r '

Γ

using (4) for/4_ t. In £"

tne

summation is through all connected Γ such that tAεΓ

In [7] we used the ideas of [8] to prove uniqueness of solution of (6) and other
properties. All these results will easily follow from considerations below and we do
not stay on it.
We derive the explicit series for <ιpβ> and fA here.
We first specify a correspondence A-*tA.
Let J1 be the collection of all finite subsets of TD '. We forced to be graph such
that there is a line between Bί9 B2e& iff Bί = B2 \tBί or vice versa. We note that^
is a connected tree. Vertex 0 is the lowest vertex oϊ£$. For each vertex Be& there is
exactly \B\ vertices below B.
We require that
1. For each Be&ϊ a point tB lies on the boundary of B [i.e. euclidean distance
ρ(f B >Z v VB)=l].
2. If Bί^j...^)Bn is a partition of B onto its 1 -connected components then
tB — tBι for some i.
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It is easy to achieve the performance of this conditions by induction in \B\. Let
us consider finite sequences of pairs

where

are collections of pairwise different sets A e $1 and moreover :
1. For p>l Bp lies below Bp_ί(jfp_1 in £S.
2. For p > 1 Γp is a nonempty connected collection such that
tBpefpCZv-(Bp-tBp).
Lemma 1.

ω

<ψBy=Σ^
y
where
a

y — WB^ΓjOO/O \ ~~ "T2(?)/0 ' \ ~~ krq(γ)/Q

and the summation is through all y satisfying conditions 1,2 and the following
condition 3. B1(γ) = B and Γ^y) may be empty or such that collection (B.Γ^ is
connected.
Moreover series Σ \ay\ is convergent.
Proof. Let us consider system (6).
Iterating it we get its explicit solution

Λ=ι + Σa y

(8)

y

where
ά

y = <-kΓί\"

<-kΓq>0

satisfy condition 1 and condition 2 but for q^ 1 and moreover B1 C A (7) follows
from (8) an4 (5).
For proof of absolute convergence we use (1). Then
ay\£C(ψB)(Cλ)W

+

~+ ™

where, e.g. if ψB is bounded, then
or otherwise in L2(dμ(0})

c(vB) = IM(20).
We note that uniformly in ψB with finite
\<ΨBkr><A£
We need also

(9)
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Lemma 2. The number of Γ such that (B,Γ) is connected and |Γ| = N does not
|β|
N
exceed 2 C
Proof. Let Γ1? . . . , Γr be maximal connected subcollections of Γ (and thus uniquely
determined). For each z = l,...,r we choose the first in lexicographic order point
ί e/j among points of Γ f nJ5.
|β|
The number of arrays (ίl5 . . . , ίr) does not exceed 2 . The number of different Γt
for given t{ is bounded in Lemma 2, 1.1.
We return to the proof of Lemma 1 and denote

i.e. rt defines the degree of descent along the tree^ in choosing Bί+1.
We have
ί=l

i

From this follows that the number of different sequences (r ls . . . , r ^ does not
exceed 2l*l + l f l ' + - + ^l
Collecting all estimates we derive that the number of sequences y such that

does not exceed
From (9) and (10) absolute convergence of series (7) evidently follows. Lemma 1
is proved.
The support of y is defined to be

We resumm now series (7) denoting
Mv>n) Ξ &κ=

Σ

γ:suρpγ = R

<*y>
= ^} is empty ,

(11)

The resummed series is

This resummed series gives desired cluster expansion. It is not difficult to
persuade oneself that the independence of virtual fields-cross sections is also
fullfilled.
2.3. Contour Cluster Expansions for Sufficiently

Low Temperatures

We consider here only Ising model with interaction

U=-β

Σ

<W>

|t-t'l = ι

σ,= ±l,

(1)
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for /?>0 sufficiently large but the same methods are applicable to the other
contour models. We suppose the definition of contours for this model to be known
and simplest properties of this model also. Let us consider this system in volume V
with ( + )- boundary conditions or in infinite volume which is the limit of these
systems with ( + )-boundary conditions.
We shall consider non-ordered collections of contours S = (Γί9 . . . , Γs) which can
coincide. We call 3 admissible if all its contours are pairwise disjoint (and different
consequently).
Let $ = (Γ15 . . . , Γs) admissible. We denote ρθ to be probability that Γ1? . . . , Γs are
present in configuration.
Correlation equations of Minlos- Sinai [9] are

We fixed for each admissible 5 some contour Γ = Γ(S)e$ such that |Γ(θ)| (the
length of Γ) is not less than \Γ\ for any F'e$ and otherwise arbitrary.
The summation in (2) is through all θ (including empty one) such that
1. each f eθ intersects Γ(θ);
(3)
2. collection 5°uθ is admissible where θ° = S-Γ(θ).
We shall seek explicit solution of (2) : For this reason we consider all sequences

of admissible collections of contours. We require that
and

ΦO, ϊ = l , . . . , n — 1
(4)

and that each Γe&j-B^_1 intersects with
Let us put
α =ε exp

-0ΣTOI >
(5)

Lemma 1.

Σ«y
y

(6)

where the summation is through all y such that 91(y) = θ. Moreover series

ΣKl
y

(7)

is convergent.
Proof. We prove first absolute convergence. To each y corresponds a sequence of
pairs of numbers
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where

and

r

is equal to the sum of the lengths of all ΓeQj+1 \θ?.
The number of y such that r(y) = r for given sequence r does not exceed
"

From this and from (5) it follows that

(8)
In fact the collection {Γ(9j):j = l,...,n — l} up to permutation coincides with
collection

Series (8) evidently converges.
Put

and for each RC(ZV}* (dual lattice) put

&* = ΣX
where the summation in ]ΓR is through all 7 such that

(9)

(10)
and put bR = 0 if there is no 7, satisfying (10).
Theorem 1. For each ψ& there exists a cluster expansion [in (Zv)* instead of TΓ and
with respect to 9ί = [all lines of (2£v)*}]

with

(11)
We denoted ψ$ here a random variable equal to 1 if all Γeθ are present in
configuration and equal to 0 otherwise.
Corollary 1.

(12)
1?

contours.

...,$„) is minimal \R\ among R which contain all 5i and is a union of
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Contrary to this we shall prove now
Proposition 2. There is no strong cluster estimates for σt e.g. there is no
λ = (λ(β))>0 such that λ(j8)->0 if β^oo and

where m is the number of groups of identical ti and n - the number of elements in
these groups.
Proof. Estimate (13) being valid one can consider Gibbs measure with density
ΊΓA

=

z

vth^p(hΣσt\
teV

where μ+ is Gibbs measure in an infinite volume - a (-h)-pure phase.
It follows that limit measure μh = lίmμVth is translation invariant and has
rnomentae <ψ>Λ given by a series in semiinvariants <σ t ι ,...,<7 f n > which converges
and is analytic in h for \h\ sufficiently small because of (13). But this contradicts to
the known fact [10] that for /zΦθ translation invariant measure having correspondent Gibbs conditional probabilities is unique and is not analytique in the
point h = Q.
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